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It was before six o’clock a.m. but Grandma Roberts had 

already been up for hours.  She had the wood cook stove 

up to the right temperature and plates of cookies already 

mounded up high and set back in the pantry to keep little 

(and big) !ngers from snatching a few up too early.  Fresh 

bread was now baking, and a large kettle of lard was heating 

up, ready for her to drop the raised doughnuts into once it 

got just the right heat. When you fry fresh doughnut, you 

have to gently slide the dough into the hot fat, and then 

when it bobs to the surface, &ip it over. 

You had to do it gently, so it didn’t 

splatter hot grease onto you and 

surroundings.  But Grandma was an 

expert, she’d been doing this all of her 

life!   

Sandy and Sherry, two of the older Sitzman girls, were in 

the kitchen with her, helping and learning.  And while this 

was fun, the best part was being the “o-cial taste testers”.  

Grandma always said you had to each taste at least one so 

you know you’d got it right!   Not that she had ever made a 

bad doughnut in her life, but you never know, she said.  

Another large pan on the stove had water just coming to a 

boil, and Grandma had a huge pile of potatoes peeled ready 

to start cooking.  She wanted them to have time to cool 

down once they were cooked so she could make potato 

salad.  0ere were also 6 dozen eggs 

waiting to be boiled!  Half were for the 

potato salad and half were to make deviled 

eggs from!  Because, you see, Grandma 

was preparing to feed an army today!   

Not a real army of course, but it sure felt like it!  Grandma 

Roberts lived by herself, and for the most part was very self 

su-cient.  And with Mom and Dad Sitzman living close by, 

they were able to help her with most things she couldn’t do 

by herself.  But the time had come when some major repairs 

were needed about the farm, and the 

barn de!nitely could not wait any 

longer for a roof.  So Mom Sitzman 

had called her brothers and sisters, and 

together they had planned a big 

weekend at Grandma’s.  It was sort of 

like a family reunion wrapped around chores! 

So Grandma was happily cooking to feed an army, an army 

of her kin.  Adult children, and lots and lots of 

grandchildren.  Of course friends were expected to join in 

too.  And all the ladies would be bringing pot luck dishes to 

help  feed everyone.  But Grandma was darned if anyone 

went hungry while helping her out.  So she’d been baking 

pies and cakes, and now that people were starting to arrive, 

put on a big skillet to start the sausage gravy to serve with 
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the piping hot biscuits that would soon be pulled out of the 

oven.   

Around eight o'clock, the cars and trucks started pulling in.  

Aunt Erna came with her Model A coupe, with a full rumble 

seat, Aunt Lydia and Uncle Pat had a pickup full of young-

uns too.  Grandma’s brother Uncle Orin and his wife Aunt 

June soon joined the fun with their Tudor, and soon the 

pasture by the barn was full of vehicles and people.   0e 

Model A pickup was full of squares of shingles that Dad 

Sitzman had been splitting all winter preparing for this job. 

He had brought over a few loads earlier in the week and 

Larry and the twins had helped get them 

unloaded by the barn, and with the ones 

they brought with them today, there was 

enough for the barn and all the other 

outbuildings too! 

0e house of course couldn’t hold 

everyone, but Dad Sitzman had thought of that, and he and 

the other men soon had plank tables set up outside the 

kitchen door.  Mom Sitzman had brought lots of white 

sheets to use as table clothes, and the kids were put to work 

carrying platters of breakfast out to the waiting crowd.   

As can be expected, breakfast took a while, with everyone 

visiting and catching up, but soon the men, complaining 

that they were too full to be expected to climb ladders, took 

o@ to start the new roof.   And once the kids !nished o@ the 

last of those delectable doughnuts, they jumped in to help 

too.  0eir job was to clean up all the wood shingles as the 

men tore them o@ and threw them down.  0ey piled them 

up the side and diligently worked on getting any nails out 

before putting them in a stack by the wood pile to be used as 

!rewood.  0e little kids got to drag magnets around and see 

how many loose nails they could !nd that way.  0e oldest 

teenagers were strong enough to help get the new shingles 

onto the roof.  It was like watching a well practiced team! 

Not that the ladies were standing around doing nothing!  

No, they immediately jumped up after breakfast to do the 

cleanup and then start the plan for lunch.  0ere were 

chickens to clean and cut up for fried chicken, bread and 

ham to slice, eggs to peel and devil and a million other 

things to do to keep the workers well fed.   

All too quickly, it was lunch time, and the men who just a 

few hours ago had exclaimed about how they were so full 

they couldn’t eat again for days were now realizing they were 

famished.  0e grins on their faces when they saw the tables 

groaning with the fried chicken, ham sandwiches, and 

coolers of lemonade made all the work worthwhile for the 

hardworking women.  Not that they hadn’t had fun too, 

laughing and gossiping about all the news that had 

happened since Christmas which was the last time they had 

all gotten together.   

Following the meal, all agreed that it was good time for 

break in the heat, so blankets were spread under the trees 

and it wasn’t long before not a few snores escaped out from 

under a few straw hats pulled down over the faces of the 

sleeping workers. But the naps were kept short and soon 

the sound of hammers were ringing through the air again.   

It was long day, but at the end, Grandma Robert’s barn 

had a new roof, family had gotten together and caught up 

with each other, and the kids, well, kids being kids, they 

had had the most fun of everyone!!  After all, a day that 

starts out with fresh doughnuts and ends with home-made 

ice cream can’t be much improved on.  Add in all the great 

food in between, not to mention getting to work and play 

all your cousins and it would be hard to think of a better 

day! All the Model A’s went home that night full of tired 

but happy people.  
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Start Out YoungStart Out YoungStart Out YoungStart Out Young    

Learning how to work with mechanical things started young in the Model A Era.  Experience and knowledge in 
mechanics could be a big help in a world where motors and automobiles were still very much a hands on thing!  0is 
article is from a magazine called “Child Life” and it often had hands on craft project such as the below.   

0is article shows how to make a toy airplane using the mechanism from an old mechanical alarm clock.  I bet if you 
found a wind-up clock at a thrift shop or in Grandpa’s garage, it would work well to try out this project!   
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K��� ��� T	
�� “A”�! 

Alex Stolis  is 3 and lives in 

Blaine Minnesota.  According 

to his dad Jason, he loves 

working and riding in his 

Model A.  He always helps in 

the garage too! 

Ethan Herbert working on 
Millie, a 28 Leatherback.  
Ethan lives in McKinney, 
Texas.  Ethan has been 
around classic cars his whole 
life and as you can see, he is a 
born mechanic.   

Sam Chapman is enjoying the rumble seat of 
this “A” being driven by his Grandpa Charlie 
Chapman.  0ey’re driving a friend’s car. 

Josh (front seat), Lydia and Sam Chapman in 
the rumble seat (with Dad John), all visiting 
Grandpa Charlie Chapman.  Charlie lives in 
Galesburg Michigan, only about 12 miles from 
the Model A Museum at Gilmore.  

Ella Beth Garcia is 2 years old, but is already a Model A enthusiast.  According to 
her dad Isaiah, as the only girl, (she has two older brothers) they tried not to push 
car stu@ on her, but as you can see, that was a lost cause!  He says  “I guess it’s in 
her blood because she loves to be in my garage and play in my old cars! 
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Meet Delaney From Pennsylvania. She is helping 
her dad lay out the new top on their 30 Tudor  

Evangeline is 15 months old.  She is the 
granddaughter of Paul Hinen.  Evangeline lives in 
Reno Nevada.   

0is is an older picture but with a special story.  
Alyse was 7 months old, about 7 years ago. 0is was 
just before she was diagnosed with Leukemia. She 
spent a year in a cancer center and  
battled cancer for 3 years. She is now cancer free! 
Alyse is also a grandchild of Paul Hinen, and lives in 
Reno Nevada.  

Nicholas John Barto is 18 months old and lives in 
Sacramento CA. As you can see, he can hardly wait 
for Grandpa John Barto to !nish getting this Model 
A restoration done.  .  

M��� K��	 
�� T��� “A”	! 
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0ese guys are having fun clowning around, but a few things in the top photo seemed seem to have gotten lost during the 
fun. Can you !nd the missing items without looking at the answers?   

The answers are on page 12 but don’t peek too soon! 
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Model A TransmissionModel A TransmissionModel A TransmissionModel A Transmission    

Have you ever been curious about how a 

transmission works to shift gears?  Here are a few 

illustrations captured from a  video I found at 

ModelABasics.com.   

0is is a clear, simple view of the interior workings 

of the Model A transmission.  Go to the site to see 

this in action!  0e video is very short, but clear 

and concise in showing how the shifting tower 

slides each gear to mesh with the gears below.  

Once you’ve review this video, go a little further 

and check out “How a 1928 Ford Model A 

Transmission Works” on Youtube.  He shows an 

actual transmission, how the gears mesh as they 

slide, and actually running. For a new Model A’er, 

its a fascinating insight into a normally hidden 

mechanism.  

3rd 

1st 

2nd 

R 

N 

Here  a picture of the transmission that is from the 

instruction book that came with each new Model A! 
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Model A Trip to Ohio from Manchester, Iowa Model A Trip to Ohio from Manchester, Iowa Model A Trip to Ohio from Manchester, Iowa Model A Trip to Ohio from Manchester, Iowa     

By Memphis Belle Marie Knox 

 

First we had to pack the Model A and my daddy got a few extra 
bottles of oil in a box. I packed my clothes and clothes for my doll, 
Jesse and my stu@ed animals named Princess, Cutie and Kate.   

We were ready to go but !rst daddy checked our back lights. Good 
thing because the brake light wasn’t working. Daddy had to get a 
new light bulb from the toolbox. 0en we all got in the car and got 
going.   

We went through a heavy rain storm but I was asleep. A guy on his 
motorcycle waved to me and I waved back. I kept asking “When are 
we going to get there?” My daddy kept telling me “when it gets 
dark.” My daddy says that to me a lot but we got to the hotel in Indiana, it wasn’t dark.   

Mommy and I went in the pool in the hotel because daddy had to stay with the dogs. Oh yeah, we brought our 
two dogs Mambo and Montana with us too. Montana was on the &oor of the model A, and he was squished. 
Mambo was on the seat with me, and she was a little squished too.  

0e next day, we left the hotel and the !rst stop was the Model T 
Museum. I got a book to write in and a pen that lights up. 0ere 
was a model T school bus that I got to sit in and a little toy machine 
model T that I could ride in. 0e dogs and Princess and Jesse and 
Cutie and Kate and my two blankies stayed in the car.  

Next we kept driving and driving and !nally got to the Memphis 
Belle. I wanted to see the Memphis Belle airplane because I am 
named after it. I was mad at daddy because he was hogging the 
camera in the museum and I wanted to take the pictures. 0en 
daddy gave me the camera so I was still a little mad at daddy but I 

was better and took pictures. We didn’t stay long because we had the dogs with us and rain was coming. I got a T-
shirt, jelly beans and a sign for my room. We were looking for a Memphis Belle puzzle but we didn’t !nd one. 
Daddy got a T-shirt too. 0en we went in the car after we bought all our stu@, and we were o@. We drove for like 
900 hours and got to Long Nana’s house at dark (Editor’s note: Memphis calls her Grandmother “Long Nana” 
since she lives so far away and it takes a long time to get there.  We all went to bed. We were tired.  
 
Nana’s house is awesome. She has a cat named Callie who lets me pick her up and put her in the buggy. I drive the 
baby buggy all over downstairs with her in it. I made a tent in 
Nana’s living room. Callie was the queen of my tent, kind of. I was 
actually the queen and Callie was the princess. I rode my bike 
around the driveway and a parking lot. Nana brought her bike to 
the parking lot too, not the !rst time we went but the second time 
in the same day. I read books on the porch, inside my tent, 
everywhere in the house except the attic. Nana and I cooked a lamb 
cake.  

Nana, Papa, Daddy and I went to a car show in Lakeshore Park. It 
is not too far from Nana’s house. We had to drive there in the 
Model A because the car was going into the car show. 0ere was 
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another Model A in the show too. I made a sign that said ‘Just visiting from Manchester, Iowa.’ Mommy didn’t 
go because she had to leave to go home. She drove Papa’s car home.  

We also went in the pool at Nana’s house. I fed the !sh. We made ice cream for her dog, Striker. I got a cool 
chair from Janis. But it didn’t come home with us because it 
didn’t !t well into the Model A. I didn’t care if I was squished. I 
just wanted the chair but daddy said no. We will have to get the 
chair at Christmas.  

I got Monster’s Inc movie from Judy and a little collie puppy dog 
stu@ed animal. I named it Wol!e. I got a book too and some St. 
Patrick’s day glasses and a little hat.  

I went to Harry’s house. 0ey had a life jacket and I had a 
swimsuit so I got to go in their pool. I could reach the bottom. I 
held my breath and went under the water. I played with Mary 
Anne upstairs. We played tea party and house. I pretended to be asleep and woke up before her. She gave me a 
pen that didn’t work, a notebook and a bear. I also got some lemonade in a cup.  

After two weeks, daddy and I had to go home. We didn’t have Mambo or Montana. My job was to navigate. I 
didn’t like navigating because I couldn’t sleep. I wanted to sleep but daddy needed somebody to tell him where to 
go and when to turn.  

We went on a road and must have missed a turn once. We were lost. We stopped at a restaurant that had an open 
garage door. I had mac n’ cheese there. I forgot the leftovers there, but we couldn’t go back and get it.  

0ere was a lot of rain that day. We went through a town where we saw a truck go through at least two feet of 
water. We had to get out of that town because it looked like it was &ooded. 0e whole town was &ooded. It was 
pouring down rain. We had to pull over to write down instructions because the phone was dying.  

First we needed something to write to with but daddy was mad because we couldn’t !nd something. He said I 
always have something to write with but I told him that I gave it to mommy. We !nally found something to 
write with and wrote down where we were going.  0e instructions didn’t really work because the signs were as 
big as daddy’s pinkie and it was pouring down rain, and we only had a little windshield wiper so we couldn’t see 
the signs. 0en daddy said “0e !rst hotel we see in Memphis, we are stopping there.” We saw a hotel, daddy 
had to turn around because he missed the turn, and we stayed there. At least we got out of the rain.  

We had to put our stu@ on a cart because we had so much stu@. We used the elevator. I unpacked my stu@ into 
the drawers. We watched a little TV, and then daddy and I went swimming in the pool.  

Next day we packed all our things and put our stu@ on a cart again to go to 
the Model A. We checked out of the hotel and got going. It was raining a 
little. We were on the road to Iowa. We stopped at the gas station a couple 
of times for gasoline and chapstick. A lady gave me a cookie but daddy 
wouldn’t let me eat it. We passed a lot of towns. We !nally got home before 
it got dark. I was sad because I missed Nana and tired because I had to 
navigate again. I was happy too because I got to be with Mambo and 
Montana and Mommy. It was an interesting trip and a fun trip. When I get 
older, I want to go on a trip like this with my kids.    

Memphis is 7 yrs old and will be going into 2nd grade this year.  Per Memphis’ dad 
Mike, they had to stop in and get Model T parts with the Model A at Snyder’s! �ey 
traveled about two thousand miles from Iowa to Lake Erie in Northeast Ohio and back!  
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Six different things:    Did you !nd them all? 

 

Model A Advertising 

0is scene really captures the 

essense of a county fair.  Although 

the picture’s main focus is the 

1929 Phaeton, a lot of other 

interesting details are to be seen.   

Note that the car is parked on the 

grass, not a parking lot.  0e cows 

are walking on dirt just beyond.  

0e blue ribbon on the bull’s ear 

just on the other side of the car 

de!nitely says county competition 

to me.  0en there are the tents 

with banners &ying, and on the 

right, a grandstand that looks to be 

full of a crowd.   0e Ferris wheel 

in the background hints at a much 

bigger carnival going on behind 

that grandstand too!   

I get the feeling that this Model A popcorn 

truck would !t right into the above Model 

A ad! I can just see it parked right next to 

that giant Ferris wheel in the background.   



   

 

 

This is a picture of a 1928 Sport Coupe.  You can color it any color 
you want!  Have fun! 



Quiz Time 

 
Take a half sheet of paper. Number 1-10.  Name at the top right corner.  

If you share this A-World with others in your family or friends, make 

sure you do not write on the newsletter pages. 0ere are two ways to take 

this quiz: 1) Not looking back 2) Looking back as you take the quiz to 

!nd the answers.  Try the “not looking” way !rst!  

1) What was Grandma Roberts cooking in the lard ? 

 A)  Gravy B) Cookies C) Doughnuts 

2) What was the big project being worked on at Grandma’s 
place? 

 A)  Outhouse B) Chicken Coop  C)  Barn Roof 

3) How far does Charlie Chapman live from the Model A 
Museum? 

 A)  5 miles B) 12 miles  C) 117 miles 

4) What part of the restoration process is Delaney working 
on? 

 A)  Top B) Frame  C)  Transmission  

5) When going ice !shing, it’s important to:    

     A) Use Bait B) Stay warm  C) check the thickness of 
the ice 

6) How many clowns are with the Model A on page 6?  

 A) 2   B)  4   C) 6   D) 8 

7) Where did Memphis hang her sign during the car show?  

      A) 0e door   B) 0e radiator C) 0e Radiator 

8) What item was recycled in the toy being made on page 8?
 A) Tin can B) Alarm Clock   C) Tire 

9) How many forward gears in a Model A? 

 A) Two    B) One    C) 0ree  

10) What animal is walking by the car in the Model A Ad?  

 A) Dog B) Cat C)  Bull 

Rumble Seat 
Sherry Wink 

Did any of you have the 

fun of going to the 

National Convention in 

Reno?  I was supposed 

to go, but circumstances just didn’t allow it at the last 

minute.  So if you don’t mind, please share some 

pictures of your fun!  I’d love to see pictures of the 

Hubleys, and from the Tours, and really, just from 

anything of kids and Model As!  Let me know what 

your favorite part was too.  0ere are so many options, 

it’s just hard to !gure it out.   

0e Old Lady has been sitting in the garage all summer 

so far.  0e same circumstances that kept me from 

going to Reno have kept me too busy to get her out to 

drive.  I hope she’s not going to be too cranky with me!  

But soon-very soon– I’ll get her pulled out, give her a 

nice carwash and vacuum, and let her &ash her chrome 

as we explore our new neighborhood.  In the 

meantime, I just have to have my Model A fun 

through looking at the pictures you share with me! 

Answers Answers Answers Answers:1) C, 2) C, 3) B  4) A, 5) C, 6) D, 7) C, 8) B, 9) C 10) C 

A 1929 vision of the future! 


